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About This Content

6 Street Fighter and 6 Tekken characters join the battle, for a total of 12 new fighters!

Characters Included

Sakura
Blanka
Guy
Cody
Elena
Dudley
Lars
Alisa
JACK-X
Bryan
Christie
Lei
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Minimum Requirements at 800x600 resolution @ 30FPS):
OS: Windows XP
Processor: Intel Dual Core 1.8GHz (or higher) or AMD Athlon II X2 (or higher)
Memory: 1GB (or higher)
Hard Disk Space: 10GB of free space
Video Card: nVidia GF6600 (or higher) or ATi X1600 (or higher) with 256MB of RAM
DirectX®: 9.0c
Sound: DirectSound compatible, DirectX 9.0c (or higher) compatible
Other Requirements: Online play requires software installation of and log-in to Games For Windows - LIVE

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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Another great time management\\strategy game to play.

As with the original, you have to gather enough resources to rebuild The Wall. This one features a caravan where you can store
items for use in the next level. That has its pros and cons, There is also a store where you can buy upgrades for your various
buildings. I was pleasantly surprised they added such new features in only the 2nd installment of the game.

I tried to fill the caravan before I dropped down to 2 stars. It was challenging but not too much. The graphics are beautiful.
Some levels have an artifact that need to be collected. You learn a little bit about the artifacts so that's a plus.

For the cons:
There were a few times where my laptop died or I had to restart the level. The goodies from the caravan were gone. You don't
want to start a level with no resources. >.< 3 stars is still doable though.

The bonus mini-game is a pain. You have to click on all of the nomads that are invading your camp. It is nothing more than a
CLICKFEST. Carpal tunnel nightmare. Absolutely, hated it. The mini-game usually pops up during the middle of a level.

For as great a game as this is, they should have come up with a better mini-game or better yet a SKIP option.

I still love the game despite the mini-game and I do recommend it.. Having put in a decent amount of time to this, having played
the original version on itch.io, I can tell a vast amount of effort was put in to improve on this nifty little concept.
RPaW is proving to be a closet favorite of mine for winding down an evening. There's a good amount of depth to the little world
Scott Ethington's put together beyond the main gameplay of sneakily searching for pants - the humorous quips of random
citizens hide classist undertones of a world idolizing the haves and demonizing the have-nots. Each corner of the map holds a
unique challenge of stealth with different takes on the same base mechanisms (a bush hides your shame just as well as a rack of
clothes).
I'm not one to buy into the speed-running metric that's tracked by the game, but I certainly can appreciate the challenge in
collecting as many pants as you can (working your way up the chain of the 'have's, eh?), which is compounded by the
compulsion to keep moving and not apply the pants you already have.
Definitely more to this than one would first think, and very much worth the amount I'll usually spend on a muffin in the
morning!. This is a very fun game. I used to play Nancy Drew and completely forgot about the game series and saw them on sale
on steam and bought a few. Definitely worth the money. The puzzles are challenging but fun and the characters are easy to
understand. The game flows very well.. 6.1 hrs on record
AHH FEEL THE NOSTALGIA!

As a child growing up in the 80's and being a big reader it was a labour of love saving up money to buy every fighting fantasty
book as they came out. This was my first purchased fighting fantasy book so it still holds a special place in my heart. Forest of
Doom was in the typical setting of most of the fighting fasntasy books. Tin Man games has done a great job of transferring this
book to the computer. If you enjoyed fighting fantasy books back in the day then I highly reccommend you pick this up for your
self or your children.. The movement of your players matters. Run or Pass the ball? Plan it out on your tactical board. How
much time will you have in this turn? This is easier to determine as the posessing team since you have an advantage in
dominating the course of the game, nonetheless the defending team may have good insight and read the game.
This is a simulatenous-turn game with an abstract play field. The geometry of the field is your playground. A plan worth 5 - 10
of your minutes thinking about it is compressed into a 5 - 10 second exchange that will reveal your success.

This is the tactical 1v1 game I have been looking for. One one hand, it has the benefits of being turn-based, like board games
typically are. On the other hand, it's based on the advantages of being a computer game which is reflected in the wonderful UI
as well as in the rules and in the mechanics. I enjoy the tactical depth of this game very much.
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My daughter loves the game. Tight controls and most detailed free roam horse riding game out there.. WARNING ! BROKEN !
This is from the 'Vendetta - Ravens Cry' publishers Topware Interactive, ACE. They removed the , or added it on the other
account. Either way it's a pretty sketchy looking way to conduct business. (That game was originally called just Raven's Cry. So
name changing seems to be a typical tactic to avoid negative associations)

This game does not work. I can at least get it to load, which is considerably more than some, however it's then the problems
start. The top of the screen is consistently obscured, a minimum of 15% up to about 30% depending on just how broken the
game decides it's going to be. It also hard crashed twice in the less than 15 minutes i was actually able to play the game without
the top part of the screen of course.

The terrible visuals are somewhat forgivable given it's age, but the broken state it's in is not. If you don't want to fix it Topware,
then stop trying to pedal it. It's the kind of thing I'd expect from two bit hack jobs on the former Greenlight, not a supposed
actual professional development studio.

I have spent hours attempting to finding solutions online, none of them work for me alas. However i don't believe it should be
on the customer to fix this even slightly.

How dare they even consider selling a gold edition of this, until they can make the actual game work, it's utterly disgraceful

Such a shame the game did seem appealing but not in this unplayable and unacceptable state.

The game looks nothing like the screenshots either and it's not a surprise the trailer is pre rendered featuring zero gameplay. I
doubt they could get it to run and look like that, or be stable, or you know, actually just work.

Charlatans.. It's the arcanoid of the millenium. I just played 3 world for test it (didn't have that much time and was planning to
play just 1 and here I am D:) and its ♥♥♥♥ing awesome. Totally recomendable to everyone. Also increible sound track and
graphics.

95/100. KTBG has some potential, however, even for an EA title, it is very repetitive, and there are not much difference
between each level...

You can't really do what you want, and there a not much ways to kill the bad guy. You often find yourself thinking : I want to
kill him like this, but you have no other option.

All the "bad guys" are the same, no specific behaviour form one to another. I don't play multiplayer, and I can't remember if
devs were talking about the multiplayer mode when I bought it years ago...

A good game, but very very repetitve. To buy on sale. 10\u20ac is a bit expensive for the content by now.. this is a very good
game to play up until you beat the final boss but you can still kick butt and unlock powie zowies. I usually don't buy games like
these, because they seem to be very cookie-cutter, boring, and the same as every single other one. Games like UEBS for
example are just a waste of money, and you only get 1 hour of gameplay out of it due to the small pool of units that are almost
all identical.

I expected that for this game.

What did I get?

A huge array of both modern and prehistoric animals, each with their own unique behaviours and attacks, gib models, health,
damage values, etc.,

an Ankylosaurus (Which they call club tail) will twirl around to blast people away with his tail for example, whilst dinosaurs like
the Brachiosaurus will resort to brutally stomping on it's puny enemies. Each creature also can be dismembered in a lot of ways,
and there's legitimate ragdoll physics, which is something i've always wanted. It's very well optimised, too. It even has tanks!
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It also has multiple gamemodes, which are quite fun. There's an Onslaught/Survival gamemode thing, but i'm not too much of a
fan of it. Gets stale really quickly. There's the whole official levels thing, which is like, a main campaign, that's really fun and
forces you to solve problems in creative ways, and there's a sandbox mode that includes both open environments and even a 
soccer gamemode. The soccer gamemode is SO DAMN FUN TO WATCH. For real. And if you have a friend over, you can get
pretty competitive. I have this little mental gamemode in my head where my friend and I both have a starting budget of $750.
When a player loses, they get $150 which they can use to improve their army so that they can get the extra edge to defeat the
opponent. Or i'll have a budget of $1500 for the soccer gamemode, and we'll just make whatever set-up of creatures we want.

Oh you can also mount guns, explosives, cannons, etc., to things, too. Every single thing. It's hilarious. A flock of seagulls with
mounted gattling guns is probably the most bizarre thing i've ever said.

If you aren't very creative, or if you'd rather watch someone else play it, or if you're all alone, I genuinely don't recommend
buying it, because it'll get stale. (Although the main campaign is a great thing that seriously breathes life into the game, so that it
isn't just the sandbox mode. DON'T BUY IT FOR JUST THE SANDBOX MODE.)

I do genuinely think there should be some sort of workshop mode. I am a modeller myself and it would be really fun to put
some of my assets into the game. It doesn't seem to use animations but instead active ragdolls so i'd imagine it may be easier to
set up custom rigs. (Naming bones as legs, arms, torsos, heads, etc.) but that's just an idea.. VOID is a story-rich visual novel
centered around revenge and espionage developed by Vifth Floor and published by Sekai Project. BANG!!! One shot is all that
it took to completely change the course of Arthur Woods life. After witnessing his loved one brutally die in his arms, he
immediately sets off on a mission to get justice for her only to be denied of it from the judicial system at all turns. Some time
later after receiving a cryptic clue in the mail from an anonymous sender, Arthur manages to track down the actual assassin who
killed his girlfriend only to learn from the man that he himself is only a tool following the orders of much dangerous and
shadowy individuals. He also makes Arthur a deal...train him to be an expert assassin in exchange for all the profits from his
future assassination jobs. This would not only get Arthur a chance to get in good with the organization who actually ordered the
hit on his beloved but also give him the unique set of skills that he would need to take them down. As our protagonist travels
down this path of revenge he haphazardly stumbles into two potential allies, Julie Ross and Ciel Blanchette, who also have a
"bone to pick" with the very same shadowy organization known only as "The Syndicate". Welcome to King's Port!

As far as presentation goes, the artwork in this visual novel looks fantastic. The manga-inspired artstyle as always is beautiful
and full of gorgeous colors but alot of darker tones are used which really compliment the bleak narrative of the rather intense
storyline. Also, as the story progresses you get to visit alot of different locations throughout King's Port from the dilapidated
slums, bustling docks, mundane suburbs, to the more refined parts of the city as you take various assassin jobs and continue
down your path of revenge against The Syndicate. One glaring fault that I must mention though is the HUGE amount of typos
present throughout the dialogue which doesn't really bother me much but it can be very immersion breaking and probably quite
annoying to other more obsessive compulsive readers perhaps so fair warning to those! With that said, the aural quality is just as
excellent as the graphical as there are alot of ambient sound effects included such as door knocks, phone ringing and combat
sounds just to name a few. Oh and let's not forget your pet hamster, Hammond...very cute indeed..."squeak"! The soundtrack by
Vesuvia [Ecky] is also terrific and really flows with the darkly themed subject matter. In summation, the wonderful artwork and
impressive O.S.T. as well as crisp sound effects come together to form a great visual novel experience presentation-wise despite
some minor hiccups with dialogue spelling.

NOTE: As I was about three quarters through the visual novel a typo and grammar error fix was released by the developers. And
while I didn't notice any more typos from that point in the story to the end I will have to go back and read from the beginning
again to see if the huge amount of errors that I noticed before still linger but good job to the developers for getting on top of this
problem and attempting to correct it.

I must admit that the story started off a little slow for me but once you get past the prologue the narrative quickly hooks you and
really begins to shine story-wise. After experiencing different flashbacks over the course of the novel to Arthur's life with
Hana(the woman that was killed), I really felt bad for him and very much looked forward to seeing if he could complete his
quest for vengeance. This visual novel is like watching an action movie only in visual novel format which was a very fun
experience for me. As far as options go there are the basics for music\/sound volume and text speed as well as an unlockable CG
gallery. There are also Steam Achievements to hunt down, Steam Trading Cards to collect and you can find the novels excellent
soundtrack in the game files so it is essentially free of charge which is always great especially for fans of video game music like
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myself. In conclusion, VOID is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED to visual novel fans as well as anyone who likes a good revenge
story with thrilling action.
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